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The limited liability company is the most important kind of organization of the
company. It is not only large in number, but also plays a very important part in the
economic life all over the world. Furthermore, most limited liability company is small
in scale, and they don’t need to raise shares from the general public, so it is
considered to be the best form of organization for enterprises with moderate or small
scale. The limited liability company has quite different legal problems from other
forms of the company. The shares of the limited liability company lack public
exchange market, and the transfer of the shares is also restricted by law or by articles
of association of the company. If the majority shareholders abuse their control rights
to trespass the minority shareholders’ interest by oppression, the minority
shareholders will be in a dilemma in which they cannot exit from the company
successfully; worse still, they fail to acquire the rewards of their investment. The
company law revised in 2005 pays attention to the speciality of the limited liability
company and strengthens the protection for the minority shareholders in the limited
liability company. However, it is not enough for the protection against the oppression
of the majority shareholders and there is a long way to go for the protection for the
minority shareholders in the limited liability company. Because of the
above-mentioned reasons, this dissertation deals with the oppression of the majority
shareholders in the limited liability company and the regulation of it.
This dissertation includes three parts——the introduction , the body and the
conclusion，of which the body is divided into four chapters.
The precondition of studying the oppression of shareholders and its regulation is
why legal protection should be supplied to the minority shareholders in the limited
liability company. Therefore, Chapter I leads in the basic theory——the principle of
fiduciary duty and the principle of reasonable expectations. This chapter studies the
internal relationship of shareholders of the company. It is pointed out that trust is the
basis of relationships of shareholders in close corporations from which the fiduciary
relationships arise. However, only trust can not cope with opportunistic behaviors by
a majority shareholder, while fiduciary duty sustains and strengthens the fiduciary
relationships at lower costs. This chapter also deals with the development of the














that because of the speciality of reasonable expectations that shareholders in the
limited liability company hold, special protection should be provided. This part also
discusses the manifestation、the characteristics and the determinants of the reasonable
expectations.
Chapter II discusses the causes and the manifestations. It is thought that lack of
effective exit mechanism，Capital majority rule in the traditional company, the
cautiousness of judicatory intervene in the internal affairs of the company and lack of
effective private arrangements in advance are all the reasons for causing oppression of
shareholders .This part describes the common behaviors of shareholders’ oppression
in practice, including depriving the minority shareholders of the rights for
information acquirement, refusing to distribute the dividend, depriving the minority
shareholders of work and reward, excluding the minority shareholders from the
management of the company, the majority shareholders’ snatching and abusing the
assets of the company, and shrinking the shares of the minority shareholders by
increasing the capital or shares ,etc.
Chapter III focuses the statutory remedies on the shareholders’ oppression. The
remedies of the shareholders’ oppression are different from country to country. But in
most countries, the judicial dissolution of the company and buy-out are two main
remedies. This part first introduces the formation and development of the two
remedies in America, England ,German and China , then further points out the
shortcomings of our system and the direction of improvement on the basis of
Comparison, and make the empirical study of our living two remedies. Finally, This
part appraises the effect of the two remedies on protecting the minority shareholders.
It is pointed out that most well-going company will not dissolve just because of the
judicial dissolution. Generally, the shareholders who want to continue managing the
company will solve the dissension by buying out the shares of the demurrers. Buy-out
is a more effective remedy than the judicial dissolution of the company.
Chapter IV examines the private arrangements beforehand against the oppression
of shareholders, including articles of association and shareholders’ agreement. This
part first studies the nature of them and holds that articles of association is law of
self-government and shareholders’ agreement possesses the nature of contract. Then it
deals with the protection action of shareholders’ agreement and of the company’s














can protect the minority shareholders. When the minority shareholders participate in
the management of the company, it is necessary to stipulate in detail the management
of the company and the relationship between shareholders. Only in this way, can the
minority shareholders avoid suffering the violation of the oppression behaviors of the
majority shareholders afterwards. Moreover, shareholders’ agreements are more
effective and convenient than the articles of association because it is flexible and
private and it can’t be modified by the majority shareholders.
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